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LifeClean Partners with Arxada for Exclusive 
Distribution in the European Healthcare Segment
LifeClean International AB (publ), a leading provider of cleaning and hygiene 
solutions, is pleased to announce a new distribution deal with Arxada, a global 
leader in science-based specialty chemicals. Under this agreement, Arxada will 
purchase LifeClean's disinfection products and distribute them under their own 
brand name as an independent contractor. The partnership grants Arxada 
exclusivity for a term of five years, to commercialize and distribute within the 
European healthcare market to the following countries: European Union, 
Switzerland, Great Britain, Northern Ireland, and Ukraine. This mutually 
advantageous agreement allows LifeClean to increase distribution by gaining entry 
to new markets, fostering future growth and development.

“Arxada is an ideal partner for LifeClean as they are industry leaders in the area of disinfection 
and have established expertise in regulatory and sales channels within relevant supply chains 
targeting European healthcare. This partnership will be able us to reach a large number of 
customers in a most cost-effective way”, says Anders Lundström, Interim CEO of LifeClean 
International AB.

“We are pleased to join forces with LifeClean on this exciting collaboration,” says Uwe Holland, 
BU Head of Europe Professional Hygiene, Arxada. Our customers in Hygiene are looking for 
safe, efficacious, and fully compliant solutions for infection prevention. In partnership with 
LifeClean, Arxada extends its already expansive Microbial Control Solutions portfolio with 
LifeClean’s complementary and highly effective disinfection technology. We are excited to 
provide our customers with an additional, differentiated solution, bringing products to market that 
help make our world healthier.”

The distribution deal between LifeClean and Arxada is expected to drive growth and strengthen 
positions in the global hygiene industry. Both companies are committed to delivering exceptional 
products and services that prioritize health, safety, and sustainability.

The Company’s Certified Adviser is Vator Securities AB | 08-580 065 99 | ca@vatorsec.se

About Arxada:
Arxada is a global science-based specialty chemicals business creating innovative chemistry and 
solutions. With customers in more than 100 countries, it achieved sales of Chf 2.4 billion in 2022. 
The company aims to solve the world’s toughest preservation challenges by enhancing 
sustainability with cleaner, greener solutions. Arxada focuses on multiple end-markets, primarily 
in: Human Health & Nutrition, Home & Personal Care, Paints & Coatings and Wood Protection, 
providing a broad portfolio of differentiated products and solutions, supported by its science and 
innovation capabilities, in-depth regulatory know-how and track record in manufacturing and 
process development. Headquartered in Basel (Switzerland), the company’s 3,600 employees 
contribute to the success of its customers, spanning 24 production sites and 14 R&D centers.
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To learn more about Arxada, please visit: arxada.com and Arxada on LinkedIn.

For further information, please contact:
Anders Lundström, CFO and Interim CEO, LifeClean International AB
E-mail: anders.lundstrom@lifeclean.se
Telephone: +46 (0)522-50 64 70

About LifeClean International:
LifeClean International was founded in 2012 and is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market 
(ticker: LCLEAN). The Group offers sustainable disinfection, remediation, and cleaning solutions 
that address several of our significant challenges, such as antimicrobial resistance, infection 
prevention, and PFAS contamination. Among other achievements, we are responsible for the 
world's first climate-neutral chemical production, the world's most economical laundry detergent, 
and a unique, patented, and more environmentally adaptable chemical formula based on chlorine 
dioxide. The chemical technology forms the basis for a proven effective method for PFAS 
remediation and is also verified as spore-, fungus-, biofilm-, bacteria-, and virus-killing surface 
disinfection. The group operates two production facilities in Sweden, certified according to ISO 
13485, and ISO 14001 and ISO 9001, respectively.

This information is information that LifeClean International is obliged to make public pursuant to 
the EU Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the 
agency of the contact persons set out above, at 2024-01-12 08:30 CET.
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